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—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

TO CITY OF HUDSON COMMON COUNCIL
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF STATE DIVISION OF COASTAL RESOURCES

RE LOCAL WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION PLAN, GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT, AND ZONING CHANGES FOR THE CITY OF HUDSON

ON THURSDAY, 13 OCTOBER 2011

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Below are comments on the proposed Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan (“LWRP”),
Generic Environmental Impact Statement (“GEIS”) and associated zoning changes for the
City of Hudson, New York, proposals collectively referred to herein as the “Plan.” These
comments are submitted within 10 working days of the Hudson Common Council voting to
adopt the GEIS, a vote which was taken without the audience of over 80 attendees being
afforded an opportunity to comment.

The Valley Alliance is an association of residents and businesspeople located
primarily in the Hudson-Greenport (12534) area. We are represented by attorney Warren
Replansky, Esq., and submit these comments as a supplement to his letter submitted
yesterday on our behalf.

As an overall comment, we note that few of the extensive concerns, corrections
and historical documents that citizens have submitted previously have been objectively or
meaningfully addressed in the City’s responses contained in the GEIS. (Even as these
comments are being finalized, we’ve that the City is moving forward with finalizing its
findings statement before the expiration of the 10-day settling period.) As ever, we would
welcome and hereby request an opportunity to review these matters in person with the
Department of State and City, in hopes that a face-to-face meeting might allow such public
comments to obtain a fair hearing. Our contact information is above.

Sincerely,

/s

Sam Pratt & Peter Jung
ALLIANCE CO-DIRECTORS



E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

I. RAIL ALTERNATIVE

The Plan has yet to consider a rail alternative for aggregate
transport which bypasses the Waterfront altogether, making the
Hudson dock area available for more compatible, beneficial uses.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

II. SEGMENTATION

Paid for by O&G, this Generic Environmental Impact Statement
is not ‘generic’ at all, but tailored instead to a single, site-specific
project, whose review has been illegally segmented under SEQRA.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

III. ‘MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR WATERFRONT’
The clear lack of community consensus and public acceptance of
this Plan endangers its future implementation and success, a
problem which needs urgent correction, with State assistance.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

IV. ABANDONED RAILROAD BED
Holcim itself has repeatedly described the ‘causeway’ as an
abandoned, demolished, dismantled and/or inactive ‘railbed’;
yet the GEIS insists that it’s always been a road.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

V. MOORE LETTER
The head of the lead agency for this review has arbitrarily and
capriciously discarded his own prior laundry list of problems with
this Plan, pushing it forward without resolving those concerns.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————



I. RAIL ALTERNATIVE
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Plan has ignored an alternative for aggregate transport which bypasses the
Waterfront altogether, making dock available for compatible, beneficial uses

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

It is well understood that any Local Waterfront Revitalization planning process must
explore and assess alternatives. Such analysis is required in both a narrow legal sense
under the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA), and also in order to fulfill the
mission of the New York State Coastal Management Program to ensure strong outcomes for
communities like the City of Hudson. Moreover, as noted in the attached memorandum from
the Valley Alliance’s attorney, Warren Replansky, the range of alternatives to be considered
in a Generic Environmental Impact Statement (GEIS) is typically broader than for an EIS
dealing with a site-specific project.

However, as carefully distinguished in Mr. Replansky’s letter, this Plan’s alternatives
analysis should more properly have been directed at the overall action—that is, the
enactment of an LWRP and its associated zoning—not with a specific project. Instead, the
City has devoted much of the process and the GEIS narrative to a convoluted, equivocal, and
incomplete analysis of truck routes serving a single interest, that of Holcim and O&G. The
latter apparently even funded the creation of the GEIS, as if it were an applicant.

The City thus has wrongly conducted a site-specific review of a single project within
a Generic Environmental Impact Statement for an LWRP. Rather than addressing the
underlying policies and zoning principles necessary to achieve community goals in the Wa-
terfront Zone in a neutral, generic fashion, it has instead allowed short-term considerations
related to a specific developer shape and even distort its planning process. It been the
consistent the position of The Valley Alliance that this approach is both inappropriate and
counterproductive in the context of the consensual visioning and long-term planning
process of an LWRP, and that a more streamlined, neutral approach would be preferable.

It is in this context that the following comments about a missed alternative are
offered. We call this omission to the City and State’s attention only to the extent that the
City has insisted, despite widespread outcry, on following an inappropriate course of action,
and continues to shape the Plan to satisfy the unique and narrow concerns of Holcim/O&G.

With that said:

Alternative 2B of the GEIS was entitled “Rail Alternative,” but it confined its analysis
solely to consideration of a local route in aggregate might be delivered from the Becraft
quarries in Greenport via rail to the Hudson Waterfront dock area. Alternative 2B was
eventually rejected as involving too many “modal transfers.” Instead, a temporary
“causeway” truck route and a future long-term route through LB and/or the Basilica Hudson
properties was endorsed in the draft LWRP due to what it called:

• the absence of a feasible alternative which has fewer significant
adverse environmental impacts.

However, the assertion of that “absence” appears to reflect, among other things, the
lack of a proper consideration of available alternatives. For such an alternative does appear
to exist, one which may have far fewer significant adverse environmental impacts, lower
costs for business, and which might potentially satisfy virtually all parties. Namely:
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bypassing the Hudson Waterfront docks entirely by the use of rail, delivering aggregate di-
rectly to markets such as New York City and Connecticut.

The Plan has thus far failed to consider a rail alternative which connects the Becraft
quarries via the existing route used by Archer Daniels Midland et al. in the vicinity of Route
23B, but then transports it directly by rail to their more distant markets such as New York
City and Connecticut, bypassing the Hudson docks entirely—rather than offloading
aggregate at the Waterfront into barges. This alternative has been raised by various parties
before, but to date has not been substantively addressed in the Plan.

The current draft of the Plan strongly implies that if such an alternative existed, it
would be desirable. The LWRP states that one of its key goals is:

• to reduce or eliminate the adverse impacts of truck traffic through-
out the City.

The Plan further notes that:

• Freight trains also traverse the City on the ADM spur line

• CSX provides freight service for industries on the main line and on
the spur to Claverack, which passes through the City via the park
at Seventh Street, and runs parallel to Power Avenue in the water-
front boundary area.

• On the Claverack (ADM) spur approximately 3-4 trains per week
pulling an average of 30-40 cars run between 6:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
to service customers along that line.

Figure 9 of the LWRP (“Existing Transportation”) depicts this route as it runs from
the 7th Street Park to where it joins with the north-south rail line. Once it leaves the City,
trains connect with the Archer Daniels Midland (ADM) facility on Route 23B in Greenport,
with lines continuing from there to the north and east. The local, family-owned Colarusso
mining company owns land immediately across Route 23B from this rail line, and in turn
abuts the Holcim quarries on Newman road. South of the proposed Waterfront Zone, the
tracks of course continue through Greenport along the Hudson River toward New York City
and many other destinations.

Such an alternative would not require any new grade crossings, spurs, right-of-ways,
or other changes within the Waterfront zone, as it would utilize what is already an active
freight line connecting Columbia County to more distant markets. It would also involve
many fewer modal transfers than the one analyzed at 2B in the GEIS, providing potential
economic savings to aggregate producers while minimizing environmental impacts. It like-
wise could make the Waterfront dock area more available for other beneficial uses, while
potentially alleviating the aforementioned use conflicts which have been the subject of
much public debate and local controversy.

The desirability of such an option is, ironically enough, bolstered by the LWRP itself,
which touts on p. 31 (of the May 2011 version) the proximity to rail of a host of other “un-
derutilized industrially-zoned properties,” strongly implying that increased use of rail is an
asset to be more extensively exploited. The LWRP thus acknowledges the existing use and
potential utility of this spur to redevelop inactive sites, stating for example that:
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• The Southern Waterfront area also includes a number of underuti-
lized industrially-zoned properties located along or nearby the
CSX spur railroad. These sites include the former McGuire Door
property; the triangular-shaped junk yard near LB Furniture lo-
cally referred to as the Von Ritter Property; the Basilica Indus-
tria Building; the R&S property located south of Basilica
Industria; the City owned former Dunn Lumber Building; the pri-
vately owned former Dunn Lumber Yard with associated out build-
ings; and warehouse buildings owned by Kaz.

It is perhaps necessary to re-emphasize here that this is not one of the rail options
pondered and ruled out within the existing GEIS narrative. That document addresses only
options for delivery by rail from Becraft to the Waterfront, and concerns about complica-
tions from new grade crossings or spurs within the Waterfront Zone. Such rejected alter-
natives are wholly distinct from one in which delivery of aggregate from Becraft would
bypass the Waterfront entirely via rail. The February 13th, 2009 letter from Carl Roe of
CSX addressed his company’s concerns about new crossings, spurs or other changes within
the Waterfront Zone which would result in the commingling of vehicular and rail traffic.
Those legitimate concerns of CSX, however, were addressed to options which involved truck
and/or rail deliveries to the Waterfront, not an alternative which would bypass it.

Joining the existing rail line currently used primarily by ADM and proceeding directly
south along the existing CSX tracks to their destinations—with no stops or aggregate load-
ing activities at the Waterfront itself—appears to have a strong potential to eliminate many
of the harsher, more discordant impacts of heavy industrial activity which have been at
issue throughout this process. It could also allow industry to minimize modal transfers, uti-
lizing a greener method of transportation than trucking. Such an alternative would appear
to minimize or even eliminate entirely the impacts of:

A. Gravel truck traffic through both the City of Hudson’s streets and across
main arteries in the Town of Greenport;

B. Noisy, dusty, discordant off-loading from trucks into barges at the
Hudson riverfront;

C. Fugitive dust, diesel engine emissions, fuel spills, damage to species and
habitats, and other potential health and environmental hazards arising
from truck and barge activity in the South Bay and Waterfront area;

D. Traffic and boating safety concerns as well as harbor management
complications related to the arrival and departure of trucks and large
barges in close proximity to other business activity and recreational
“muscle” craft in the Waterfront area.

Intriguingly, such an alternative was proposed and endorsed publicly by none other
than Colarusso, one of the principal mining interests on Becraft Mountain. Its potential fea-
sibility was the subject of a lengthy April 23rd, 2009 article in The Register-Star regarding
the establishment of the Lone Star Industrial Park adjoining Route 23B. That article noted:

• A. Colarusso and Sons [is] located a short distance east of the
site on Newman Road. He plans to build a rail siding for moving
his company’s product -- aggregate -- across Route 66 to the CSX
spur. ADM currently uses the spur frequently.
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• This plan, at three or four years down the road, Colarusso said,
would require a quarter-mile length of track, and depends on
whether it’s economical to do it by rail. “There are people
interested in getting aggregate by rail,” he said. “There isn’t
this kind of industrial park that has a rail siding between
Poughkeepsie and Rensselaer.”

• The spur stops at Claverack Creek, behind ADM. It runs parallel
to Route 23B, crosses Route 66, goes under Route 9, crosses
State Street and the Seventh Street Park, swings around behind
Allen Street, heads west and meets the main tracks at Basilica
Industria. This would be the route products from Colarusso and
from park occupants would take.

• “It’s a way of avoiding bringing trucks through the city,” [then-
chair of the Board of Supervisors Art] Baer said.“

Source: http://registerstar.com/articles/2009/04/23/news/news01.txt

This second rail alternative would require a thorough analysis of potential impacts.
The extent and impacts of added cars to this route, and the connection of the quarries to
the ADM spur, would require the same hard look as any other alternative, and any poten-
tially-impacted neighbors would deserve an opportunity to weigh in. That said, on its face
this alternative would appear to have many commercial, environmental and social advan-
tages to the public, freeing up the dock area for other uses, as well as likely economic ad-
vantages to gravel interests by reducing the number of loading and unloading costs
necessary to deliver their products to market. In addition, such an alternative could facili-
tate Harbor Management by reducing large barge traffic at this relatively small, dense Wa-
terfront area.

Virtually all of the public comment regarding this Plan has centered around a “use
conflict” in the South Bay and riverfront dock area. As noted in previous submissions from
our organization and hundreds of individual citizens, this longstanding conflict has raged
since at least the late 1970s, upon the closing of the Atlas Cement facility in Greenport. We
suggest that a feasible alternative which largely or entirely removes this conflict may in
fact exist, and certainly requires analysis prior to the final adoption of the LWRP.

Controversies over projects such as an oil refinery (in the 1980s), a dry cleaning
waste processing plant (in the 1990s) and a massive, coal-fired cement proposal (in the last
decade) have sapped community time, energy and resources. In each case, the project was
defeated, and the future potential of the Hudson Waterfront preserved. Meanwhile, each
controversy caused by these inappropriate proposals had the unfortunate effect of suspend-
ing the possibility of encouraging and pursuing economic development ideas which would
be compatible with recreational uses, socially- and culturally-beneficial activities, and eco-
logical restoration projects.

Unfortunately, the flawed and unresponsive process of developing this current LWRP,
GEIS and zoning amendments has replicated this same “use conflict” pattern, in which pri-
vate development interests and certain local officials pit themselves against citizens hoping
for a better, more sustainable, and mutually-beneficial outcome.* As will be discussed in
later sections of these comments, public input and concerns have been largely dismissed,
diminished or even erased, to the benefit of a single, narrow industrial interest. It therefore
remains all the more incumbent on the City, State, NOAA, and citizens alike to consider any
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alternative options which might resolve these longstanding conflicts. Included in our pre-
vious comments over the past five years—echoing the comments of many others during sur-
veys, workshops, and other public input—has been the need for a full, frank and unbiased
look at alternatives.

The existence of other non-barge options for moving gravel from Greenport appears
to have been studiously avoided—perhaps in order to avoid undermining the claims of
Holcim/O&G to be a water-dependent or at least water-related use. It also should be noted
that until the Summer of 2005, the mining interests on Becraft Mountain did not rely upon
waterborne shipping to deliver their products, and clearly managed to survive and even
prospered for many years without such access. By contrast, the public in this area has no
other American Heritage River to turn to for recreation, cultural enrichment, open space
enjoyment, conservation benefits, and sustainable commercial activity.

It is also striking that despite the City’s almost exclusive focus on alternatives related
to Holcim/O&G’s trucking, the Plan in itself fails to accomplish the goal of removing those
trucks from the City streets. Without separate approval from Greenport, whose review ap-
pears to be at a standstill, such traffic continues (and will continue) to affect all five Wards
of Hudson, as it proceeds from Becraft Mountain to upper Columbia Street and, now, along
3rd Street. Nor indeed, despite much grandstanding about environmental justice, does the
Plan address—let alone solve—the far more longstanding community concern about the
presence of a State truck route through Hudson’s streets. That omission again highlights
the extent to which satisfying Holcim/O&G is driving the Plan’s agenda, rather than any
actual commitment to important principles such as safety, environmental justice, et al.

At minimum, the GEIS cannot on the one hand insist on inserting a site-specific
project review into the Plan, while on the other ignoring an obvious alternative. Either it
should strike all such references and analyses from the documents, and make the Plan truly
neutral and generic (our recommended approach), or it must at least offer a less-biased
and more complete analysis.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

* It has been the steady position since 2007 of Save the South Bay (now The Valley Alliance) that by far the
simplest solution to this impasse would be a streamlined approach, one which greatly simplifies all of the
documents at hand by hewing closely to the “immediate” zoning instructions set forth by the Secretary of
State contained in the April 2005 Coastal Consistency determination regarding this same site. It must be
noted again, despite the facile dismissal of this crucial document by those responsible for the GEIS (non-)
responses to public concerns, that those official recommendations were soon explicitly tied and applied to
the LWRP process via a highly-detailed 20-page DOS staff memo in October 2005. (Our detailed comments
on that ruling and memo are contained in our previous submission of Spring 2011, and they still have not
been honestly and substantively addressed. We will just add here that when it has suited the one-sided pur-
poses of the Plan’s authors, the so-called “Daniels decision” has been selectively invoked to support their
conclusions, but characterized as irrelevant when its contents prove inconvenient to the interests of Holcim).
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II. SEGMENTATION
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

The GEIS is not “generic” at all, but tailored instead to a single, site-specific
project whose review has been illegally segmented under SEQRA

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

As it stands, the current GEIS represents a substitute or “stealth” application for
single site-specific project, a likely violation of SEQRA rules governing segmentation.

As noted above and in Mr. Replansky’s separate brief, the City has failed to conduct
a real alternatives analysis for the LWRP itself. Instead, it devotes its energy to an incom-
plete analysis of alternatives tailored to the activity of a single stakeholder: the Swiss-owned
Holcim corporation, and its Connecticut-based gravel hauling partner, O&G Industries.

It is worth noting in this context, as in previous comments, the guidance from State
Coastal Resources Specialist Nancy Welsh to the City in a 20-page October 2005 letter,
issued after the St. Lawrence Cement (now Holcim) decision by the Secretary of State:

• [I]t should not be assumed that SLC will continue to be the owner
of the property. The LWRP needs to reflect current conditions and
future goals, and not be tied to a specific owner. The City must
reorient its analysis.

That advice was re-asserted by DOS staff when they participated in the first meeting
of the Waterfront Advisory Steering Committee (WASC) in early 2006, and was endorsed at
the time by City Attorney Roberts. Rather than heeding this counsel, however, the City has
done just the opposite: It has assumed that the demands Holcim/O&G are effectively per-
manent, inextricably tied the Plan to a specific owner, and created an LWRP driven by nar-
row, short-term concerns rather than long-range goals.

The Valley Alliance has on previous occasions raised with both the City of Hudson and
Town of Greenport a serious concern with the issue of improper segmentation of review of
the well-known proposal by O&G Industries, on behalf of itself and Holcim, to create a
heavy haul road for aggregate from Becraft Mountain in the Town, all the way downhill to
the Waterfront in Hudson.

For example, our attorney Warren Replansky submitted a memorandum on August
24th, 2010, to the Town addressing “the procedural issue of the need for a coordinated en-
vironmental review of this project with all involved agencies.” That memo noted that

the need to conduct an environmental review of the entire project and not
just those portions which are within the boundaries of the Town of Green-
port is obvious. The proposed “improvement” of the “road” is clearly part
of one interrelated, comprehensive project designed to facilitate the
transportation of aggregate from the O&G Mine in the Town of Greenport to
the Holcim dock in the City of Hudson. Given the size, magnitude, and
potential significant environmental impacts of this project, the Greenport
Planning Board should require the preparation of a full, and not a short
form, EAF by the applicant.

[... T]he project will be located in two municipalities and has the po-
tential for significant impacts on South Bay and its Class 1 wetlands, and
the City of Hudson Waterfront, the coordinated review procedures set forth
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in the SEQRA regulations should be followed.

Agencies with approval powers over this project (“Lead Agencies”) include,
but are not necessarily limited to: the Department of Environmental Con-
servation; Army Corps of Engineers (“ACOE”); City of Hudson Planning Com-
mission; Department of Transportation; City of Hudson Common Council; and
the Department of State. The lead agency for this project must be estab-
lished among these involved agencies in accordance with the procedures set
forth in the SEQRA Regulations. 6 N.Y.C.R.R. §617.6. Once the lead agency
is established through this process, final determination can then be made
by the lead agency as to whether this action is a Type I or Unlisted ac-
tion, and the environmental review process can proceed to the point of a
positive or negative SEQRA determination.

Similar concerns have been raised with the City and State by our organization and others
in writing and/or verbally on multiple occasions. For example, Mr. Replansky wrote in detail
to the Department of State on February 18th, 2011, about the “myth that the environmental
impacts of the South Bay Haul Road may be deferred until site specific applications are
submitted by O&G and/or Holcim.” That 2011 letter noted that:

The City DGEIS process and the environmental review conducted in the Town
of Greenport are being conducted as if the Hudson Causeway and Greenport
roadway projects were independent, unrelated activities, in violation of
the prohibitions on “segmentation” contained in 6 NYCRR 617.2(ag).

Replansky’s memorandum to Deputy Secretary Stafford also stated that:

The DGEIS, which was apparently funded in whole, or in part, by O&G
contains virtually no analysis of the potential environmental impacts of
the inclusion of the Causeway as the preferred route in the LWRP and the
resulting impacts of the construction and use of that Causeway for aggre-
gate truck transportation. [...T]he DGEIS’ environmental analysis of the
Causeway impacts is woefully inadequate. Given the fact that the LWRP has
clearly been designed in a manner to encourage, if not insure, that the
Causeway will be utilized as a haulage road for the O&G and Holcim oper-
ations, the deferral of the environmental review of the impacts of the
Causeway to future site specific applications constitutes a violation of
SEQRA. See, for example, Avavy v. Town of Amenia, 4 Misc.3d 1020(A) (2004).

The notation in the DGEIS that compliance with SEQRA will likely require
the preparation of a Supplementary EIS in conjunction with any future
site specific proposal does not cure this deficiency. Not only is it un-
certain as to whether there will, in the future, be a Supplemental EIS,
but O&G has already gone on record stating that the project is exempt from
SEQRA review and that even the reference to a possibility of a Supplemen-
tal EIS should be removed from DGEIS. (See, O&G 1/20/10 letter to Mayor
Scalera annexed hereto.) [...]

In order to satisfy the SEQRA “hard look” standard, more extensive analy-
sis of the environmental impacts of the Causeway should be contained in
the DGEIS, including, but not limited to, hydrology, wetlands delineation
and impacts, habitat, traffic and community character studies before the
Causeway is identified as a preferred alternative either in the LWRP or
the DGEIS.
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The manner in which the environmental review of the roadway project is
being conducted in conjunction with O&G’s application to the Town of
Greenport for approval of a portion of the road construction work lying
within that Town does not bode well for the quality of any future envi-
ronmental review of the impacts of this project. Although the Town of
Greenport Planning Board must give site plan approval to that portion of
the roadway within its boundaries, the Town was named as an interested,
rather than an involved, agency in the City’s DGEIS process. It is our
understanding that the Greenport Planning Board has thus far been consci-
entious in its conduct of its review of the application and has required
the studies and documentation from O&G, which have not, to date, been
produced. In spite of the fact that this action has been designated as a
Type I action under SEQRA, there has been no effort by the City of Hudson
to conduct a proper coordinated review.

Meanwhile, the Hudson City Attorney herself has previously acknowledged—but since then
has apparently forgotten—the need for such review in an October 19th, 2009 letter to the
Town of Greenport. Ms. Roberts’ memorandum to Greenport stated:

It has come to the attention of the City of Hudson that O&G Industries,
Inc., (O&G) has submitted permit applications to various agencies
including the Planning Board of the Town of Greenport for construction
of a roadway beginning in a mine owned by Holcim, LTD, in Greenport,
New York, and terminating at the deep water port located in Hudson,
New YOrk (herein referred to as “the action.” Though the City has
steadfastly maintained that O&G will require site plan approval from
the City of Hudson Planning Commission prior to undertaking this
action, the City Planning Commission has not received a permit
application form O&G to date.

Ms. Roberts proceeded to name potentially-involved or interested agencies, before stating:

Where a Type I or Unlisted action involves the prior approval of more
than one involved agency, a coordinated review must be undertaken pur-
suant to 6 NYCRR 617.6 (b)(2) and (3). Please note that because this
action also falls within the City of Hudson’s coastal area, the provi-
sions of 19 NYCRR 600 apply pursuant to 6 NYCRR 617.6(a)(5).

Ms. Roberts further suggested that either the City of Hudson or NYS DEC would be likely
candidates to serve as lead agency for such a coordinated review. She then explicitly raised
the specter of illegal segmentation:

Seeking approval from the Town of Greenport Planning Board in advance
of a declaration of lead agency and undertaking a coordinated review
not only violates the provisions of SEQRA already cited, but also
amounts to segmentation in violation of 6 NYCRR 617.3(g).

Furthermore, as you are aware, the City of Hudson is undertaking
preparation of a Generic Environmental Impact Statement [for its LWRP].
As part of this GEIS effort, O&G agreed to place in escrow funds
sufficient for the preparation of a detailed analysis to identify
potential significant adverse impacts from construction of a road
through the so-called South Bay causeway which is part of the
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underlying action currently before the Greenport Planning Board. [...]
Section 617.3 of SEQRA’s implementing regulations prohibits an involved
agency from issuing findings and a decision on an action “if it knows
any other involved agency has determined that the action may have a
significant adverse impact on the environment until a final EIS has
been filed.” Although the draft GEIS is not completed, please be on no-
tice that it appears likely that the DGEIS will recommend preparation
of a supplemental EIS on the construction of a road involving the
causeway due to the potential or significant adverse environmental im-
pacts which would require mitigation prior to action approval.

The City Attorney’s letter closes with an admonition to the Town not to proceed with
review of permit applications, and calls for them to wait for a potential SEIS for the “cause-
way” and establishment of a lead agency. The letter was carbon-copied to Town officials, the
County Planning Commission, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the NYS Department of
Transportation, and the NYS DEC. The Valley Alliance concurred almost 100% with the City
Attorney’s reasoning above.

Unfortunately—and inexplicably, given the firm language of Ms. Roberts’ 2009
letter—the City by its subsequent inaction appears to have discarded its own attorney’s
sound advice, even as events unfolded which should have triggered all kinds of alarm bells
given the foregoing legal citations. In the late Spring and early Summer of 2011,
Holcim/O&G not only began regrading and surfacing the so-called “causeway” (character-
izing it as “maintenance”), it then began actively using that route as a heavy haul road. As
we have seen, that action was both the existing subject of review by the Town Greenport as
part of a site-specific application, and by the City in the context of the GEIS/LWRP process.

Instead, the City has taken no action to halt Holcim/O&G proceeding with this yet-
to-be-reviewed project, despite its acknowledgment of two pending reviews (in Greenport,
and in the Hudson GEIS) as well as the firm statement that such an action would require
additional review by the Hudson Planning Commission. Neither the Zoning Enforcement Of-
ficer not any other official took action to require these companies to appear before the Hud-
son Planning Commission, Zoning Board of Appeals, or any other body. Instead, the City
appears to have substituted an opinion by the NYS DEC that the causeway work constituted
“maintenance” rather than a new project (as far as the State was concerned) for its previous
insistence that locally,

• O&G will require site plan approval from the City of Hudson
Planning Commission prior to undertaking this action.

Moreover, at the hastily-convened Special Meeting of the Common Council this
month, called on less than a week’s notice to vote to accept the GEIS, both the City Attorney
and a lawyer from DOS, William Sharp, strongly indicated that they do not necessarily ex-
pect “existing” activity by Holcim/O&G (activity which only began a few months ago) to be
subject to further review, even if the intensity of use were to increase by several orders of
magnitude. Indeed, it is our analysis that the most recent rounds of changes to the
Plan have mostly gutted Hudson’s ability to regulate such activity in the future,
perhaps as a result of private legal pressure from Holcim and/or O&G. By sitting on its
hands, the City has now doubled or trebled the already-existing concerns and complications
regarding SEQRA compliance. We now face a situation where the City has substituted a
Generic Environmental Impact Statement for a review previously understood by all parties
to require both a site-specific application to the Planning Commission in Hudson, in coor-
dination with the Greenport Planning Board and other involved/interested agencies.
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TABLE III-1 PAGE 11

DANIEL RENEHAN, HUDSON

“ I live within a few hun-
dred yards of the foot-
print of the South Bay.
The current draft of the
Waterfront plan is not the
result of the process we
were told was in place.”

FAYAL GREENE, HUDSON

“Responsible citizens
should work on reviving,
not further destroying,
the South Bay and
waterfront. This will
create an asset for the
future of all people in
the region, rather than a
short-term convenience
for industry.”

KRISTIN FLOOD, MOUNT MERINO

“ This waterfront must be
done right, with emphasis
on the people of the
Hudson area and its ecol-
ogy and beauty, that are
masked by the industrial
mess there now.”

CHRISTINE KOVALICH EIDEM, HUDSON NATIVE

“ I grew up in Hudson and
currently live in another
rivertown revitalizing its
waterfront. This natural
treasure should be used
and celebrated and em-
braced by the people and
handed down to their
children.”

NICOLE VIDOR, HUDSON

“ I walk my dogs daily
along the River... We are
sitting on a gold mine of
opportunity and beauty.”

KAREN MONTONE, BUSINESS OWNER

“Revision[s] are of the
utmost importance to
the survival of the City,
its residents—and its
small businesses.”

JOHN MEROLA, HUDSON

“ I live on the edge of the
South Bay. It is much
more beautiful than many
might realize. Before you
decide what should be
done please go and have
a good look. I think you
will agree with me, the
causeway should not be
made bigger; it should be
removed. The South Bay
needs to be saved and re-
stored for the future of
Hudson and the Hudson
River.”

MATTHEW MILLER, HUDSON

“ It is time to realize the
potential for Hudson’s
waterfront and renew the
relationship between a
community and the river
for which that community
has been named. Save
the South Bay, and
revitalize one of Hudson’s
greatest open spaces.”

NORMAN MINTZ, PLANNER & AUTHOR

“ The decision by the State
to limit industrial devel-
opment on the Hudson
waterfront was made on
sound evidence and testi-
mony. Allowing any form
of industrial use will open
the door for additional
steps by corporations to
make use of the water-
front for their purposes.
I urge that no allowances
be made on their behalf.”

NEAL HOLLINGER, BOATER

“ I often sail the Hudson
and would consider it a
disaster if any wildlife
habitat were destroyed.
Increased barge traffic
would be discouraging.”

MELINDA SLOVER, LOCAL BUSINESS OWNER

“ The LWRP does not
reflect the desires of
the community.”

MARY KOCH, CLAVERACK

“ I have lived here almost
all my life and I don’t
want some nasty
corporation taking over
parts of the city that are
as sacred as the Hudson
wetlands.”

PATRICIA MIXA-COHEN, GHENT

“Growing up in Hudson
during the industrial era
of the riverfront, I am
looking forward to being
able to enjoy this natural
resource.”

PEGGY ANDERSON, HUDSON

“ The waterfront has been
a focus of hope for all res-
idents of Hudson and we
have been looking for-
ward to seeing the re-
birth of the South Bay...
Please don’t allow Holcim
and their subsidiaries to
use our waterfront for
trucking and shipping,
thereby threatening the
growth, stability, and eco-
logical rebirth that we
are now experiencing.”

MARGARET SALISKE, HUDSON

“ Access to the Hudson
River is becoming
increasingly restricted
due to waterfront devel-
opment. Access to the
Hudson River is a public
treasure and should not
be owned or restricted
by industry or private
development.”

CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PAGE

SAMPLE OF CITIZEN COMMENTS ON DRAFT LOCAL WATERFRONT REVITALIZATION PLAN, MARCH 2010
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NICHOLAS KAHN, HUDSON
“ I canoe and kayak the
river and really want to
see better access on this
side and green develop-
ment here on the water-
front.”

WENDY McDARIS, HUDSON

“ The South Bay belongs to
EVERYONE, not cronies
with hidden agendas. I
fully support the Save
the South Bay Petition
because it takes the long
view, not the short-term,
self-interested view.”

RICHARD EAGAN, HUDSON
“ The waterfront is one of
the most fragile consider-
ations in the future of
Hudson. I would be a
most disappointed
resident to see the river
project not reach
properly- consideredlong-
term objectives.”

FLO MEYERS, GREENPORT
“ I am very concerned
about the development
of the South Bay and its
environs abutting the
Hudson River. Any
man-made changes to the
area need to be clearly
thought through.”

JIM McCABE, CLAVERACK
“ I have watched in disbe-
lief that this debate has
gone as long as it has.
The opportunity handed
us with the historic defeat
of the SLC project five
years ago has not been
acted upon. Now we have
been handed a draft
waterfront plan that is
beholden to a small
minority of commercial
interests and that in no
way reflects the broadly
supported and expressed
wishes of the community.”

KRISTEN JONES, TAGHKANIC
“ The Hudson River has
been my home my entire
life, not to mention it is
an enormous asset to this
area... Further industrial-
ization will cause even
more pollution and wipe
out habitats of indigenous
wildlife that we appreci-
ate and peacefully coexist
with. Is nothing sacred? ”

JANE MEIGS, ANCRAM

“ Thoughtful, appropriate
development should in-
clude environmental
safeguards and access to
the public. Hudson needs
a vital and ecologically
strong waterfront. ”

PAULA SUPERTI, HUDSON (R.I.P.)
“ It is time for common
sense to prevail.
Hudson’s waterfront is
presently inhospitable
and it really wouldn’t
take that much effort to
make it a beautiful place
for all.”

SALLY BAKER, PHILMONT
“ Ignoring this request
would be a total disserv-
ice to all those who have
participated in the de-
bate, given hours of vol-
unteer time, and lent
their expertise willingly
to achieve a Hudson wa-
terfront to be proud of.”

JOAN REDMOND, COPAKE
“ Please revise the plan to
reflect the broader good
for the environment and
the community.”

WARREN COLLINS, KINDERHOOK
“ This draft plan is in direct
conflict with the 2005 de-
cision by the DOS of New
York! There is no going
back once these wetlands
are lost.”

JENNIFER ARENSKJOLD,HUDSON
“ I have been watching the
waterfront for 29 years
and hoping for its full
recreational, habitat and
commercial potential to
be realized. The proposed
LWRP does not achieve
these goals and I would
like to see the true public
wishes reflected in it.”

BARBARA PONKOS-MEROLA, HUDSON

“ Let us always keep the fu-
ture generations in our
hearts as we make deci-
sions that effect them.
Let us not make decisions
based on individual gain
or power, but the power
of our community stand-
ing up for what is truly
right.”

SUSAN BARBARISI, OPEN SPACE INSTITUTE

“ As a long-time Hudson
Valley resident who has
seen the comeback of the
River and revitalization
of riverfront communi-
ties, I urge you to con-
sider long-term benefits
and not simply react to
current conditions.
Beacon, Poughkeepsie
and Kingston all are
thinking long-term. Don’t
let Hudson lose out.”

ISABEL BARTON, HUDSON
“Hudson needs to hear the
voice of its residents and
revise the current Water-
front draft to reflect a
more humanistic plan that
protects the standard of
life of its residents as well
as the ecosystems of its
habitat.”

NOTE: THE ABOVE ARE ONLY A
SMALL SAMPLE OF SOME 900
COMMENTS SUBMITTED TO THE
CITY AND STATE IN 2010 IN
OPPOSITION TO THE DLWRP.



III. ‘MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR WATERFRONT’
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Lack of community consensus and public acceptance endangers the future
implementation and success of current Plan, and must be corrected

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

New York State has provided officials, planners and the public with a number of help-
ful documents intended to guide Waterfront processes to a successful conclusion. Central
among them is Making the Most of Your Waterfront, a publication of Department of State’s
Office of Coastal, Local Government and Community Sustainability. This six-chapter guide
walks communities through a step-by-step set of thoughtful recommendations for creating
LWRPs. [Source: www.nyswaterfronts.com/communities_guidebook_lwrp.asp ]

The Valley Alliance and its supporters have, throughout this process, been mindful
of such State guidance and others contained in the law, in official publications and
correspondence, or provided at public meetings and during other interactions. Unfortu-
nately, the same cannot be said for the architects of this Plan. A representative sample of
such comments, submitted in 2010, appears here (on pp. 10-11) as Table III-1. Table III-2
(on p. 16 of these comments) reviews in detail how the local process has failed to follow
State guidance and meet the objectives set forth in Making the Most of Your Waterfront.

The current Planning process was re-initiated in early 2006, after nearly a quarter-
century of mostly haphazard and desultory efforts achieved few if any results. While that
renewed process began with an enormous amount of community-wide interest and enthu-
siasm, after an initial six-month “honeymoon” the public’s efforts to be heard in a meaning-
ful, substantive manner have been repeatedly thwarted.

Public input regarding this Plan has been overwhelmingly in favor of a more positive,
forward-looking, long-term vision, and opposed to moving forward with each increasingly
flawed draft. However, local government response has been almost uniformly slanted
against incorporating and respecting community concerns, offering only token acknowl-
edgements of their substance. Inconvenient details contained in comments or raised at pub-
lic meetings and written submissions have been glossed over, ignored, or else dismissed
with facile or even inaccurate responses.

Since the summer of 2006, Hudson’s waterfront planning process has been con-
ducted almost entirely in private, and largely outside the boundaries of the City itself. Public
events and meetings have been held at wide intervals, and seem to have been intended only
to provide a façade of public involvement.

During this process many months (and in some cases as much as a year at a stretch)
have passed without any significant news of the progress on the Plan. Indeed, the City At-
torney, Ms. Roberts, has at times refused requests even from members of the lead agency,
the Hudson Common Council, who sought copies of her responses to public input. Notices
of meetings and copies of updates to the document have been provided only to the minimum
extent necessary to barely meet statutory requirements, in an apparent attempt to minimize
input. Below is a timeline of key events in the process regarding public participation:

• January/February 2006: Waterfront Advisory Steering Committee created
by the Common Council; moratorium on development ennacted; WASC
meets with Department of State to review grant programs and policy goals;
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• March/April 2006: WASC holds well-attended public workshops with DOS
staff, gathering some 400 surveys and written comments—the results of
which have been essentially erased from the process, with the Plan narra-
tive claiming this process did not begin until much later;

• August/September 2006: Then-Waterfront Advisory Steering Committee
(“WASC”) chair Linda Mussmann meets privately with attorneys for Hol-
cim, without the public’s knowledge;

• January 2007: The release by WASC chair Mussmann of a the outlines of
a Plan favoring heavy industry on the Waterfront, including a possible road
or conveyor through Hudson’s South Bay, sets off a firestorm of public
protest in letters, emails, and public meetings;

• Spring 2007: Roughly 1,000 petition signatures, cards, letters, emails and
other correspondence is sent to the Department of State protesting the di-
rection of the initial draft Plan, and calling for one more in line with the
2005 Coastal Consistency determination by the Secretary of State;

• November 2007: WASC chair Mussmann, the architect of this plan, is
soundly defeated in her third attempt to run for Mayor, receiving only 25%
as many votes as she had in her previous attempt in 2003;

• January 2008: The Waterfront Advisory Steering Committee is disbanded,
and is not replaced with any new committee to guide the process;

• November 2009: Twenty-two months later, with virtually no substantive
public discussion in the intervening period, the City finally issues a draft
LWRP and draft GEIS which is almost indistinguishable from the outline
protested by the public in 2007;

• Spring 2010: Once again, some 900+ residents send in letters, cards,
emails, and petition signatures protesting the details and overall direction
of the LWRP;

• May 2011: The City issues its “final” LWRP, GEIS and zoning changes, with
very few modifications which are responsive to public input... Indeed, many
of the most crucial changes (such as that of the “causeway” area into the
Core Riverfront district) reflect only the concerns of Holcim and its partner,
O&G;

• Summer 2011: Holcim and O&G begin using an inactive, abandoned
railbed through South Bay (the “causeway”) which is the central source of
controversy regarding the Plan into an active, heavy haul road, running
dozens of trucks daily past other businesses (such as Basilica Hudson) and
across the Broad Street crossing... The City does not act to require any site
plan review or conditional use permitting process, in spite of a 2009 letter
from the City Attorney stating that such a review would be required;

• September 2011: The City issues another set of changes to the Plan, again
almost entirely in response to concerns raised by Holcim and O&G, with
controls over use of the “causeway” weakened rather than strengthened;
over 80 residents attend a hearing to accept the GEIS, but are denied the
opportunity to speak prior to the vote.
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Public input, such as database of surveys and minutes of workshops which occurred
in early 2006 cited above, have been essentially erased from the record. Planners and the
City attorney have routinely disregarded public input, and have treated residents’ concerns
in a high-handed, dismissive, token manner. Elected officials, meanwhile, have remained
largely unaware (either by choice, or for lack of communication) of the details of the process
and its import. While attempting to create the surface appearance of having satisfied the
letter of the law for public input, its substance and spirit have been disregarded.

The Planners’ and attorney’s responses, for example, in the current GEIS to an out-
pouring of public concern about the direction of the Plan are almost uniformly dismissive
of those concerns—either rejecting them with specious, off-point or even misleading argu-
ments, or merely acknowledging those concerns’ existence without addressing them
through meaningful changes. This lack of responsiveness calls the Plan’s utility and future
success into doubt, if the current version were approved.

The result is a Plan which fails to achieve either of the two crucial State goals for Wa-
terfront revitalization: namely, the community consensus and public acceptance, each pre-
requisites for successful planning and implementation. As Making the Most of Your
Waterfront aptly puts it:

• Meaningful public participation doesn’t just happen. It has to
be carefully thought out and planned to embrace the public in
the planning process and to keep them informed about progress.

This Plan offers no clear vision and no clear path forward. It has spurned public
involvement. It involves few if any creative partnerships. It’s been conducted with a great
deal more official hostility than patience. It has shown persistence only to the extent that
its authors persist in advancing the interests of a single property owner (Holcim). And it pro-
vides no realistic step-by-step strategy for achieving even its own flawed vision, leaving fu-
ture leaders and officials with many questions and doubts about both the Plan’s overarching
aims (to the extent they can be discerned at all) and about the standards needed to enforce
and achieve it.

Future officials and citizens will be at best unsure of what the Plan’s intentions were
as far as regulating activity at the Waterfront, and at worst subjected to another long con-
troversy such as those described above which have wasted precious community resources
many times in the past...

Rather than “bringing people together [to] create a vision that captures the ideas
and interests of a broad constituency,” this Plan has had the effect of further dividing Hud-
sonians against each other, rather than creating a shared vision. Thousands of citizens hav-
ing grown deeply distrustful of (and even cynical about) the integrity and meaningfulness
of participating in the process. Again, this greatly diminishes the chances of future success
even if the plan is passed, as implementation depends on such consensus and acceptance.

While opportunities for participation have been offered (sometimes grudgingly) when
absolutely necessary to fulfill requirements, the substance of that participation has hardly
been “embraced.” Indeed, key figures in the process (including WASC chair Linda Muss-
mann, City attorney Cheryl Roberts, planner Frank Fish, and most recently Common Coun-
cil President Don Moore) have made their hostility to and exasperation with the public
amply clear through their demeanor, their comments, and their specific actions.
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TABLE III-2 PAGE 16

Right from the beginning [...] you must
involve the public. You will need the
support of the community at every
stage—from developing a vision to plan-
ning for and implementing improvements.
Success will depend upon building and
sustaining local support.

Involvement has been token; community
support is lacking; success is doubtful.

An integral part of the visioning process
is building consensus— bringing people
together in support of the common
vision.You will always need to address the
community’s ideas and concerns. Your
success in revitalizing your waterfront
will depend upon whether the people who
live and work in the community embrace
the vision.

No consensus has been achieved;
widespread frustration and concern
exists about the Plan; thousands of
comments submitted decrying non-re-
sponsive direction of Plan have been to
no avail; the resulting vision statement
is turgid, convoluted, uninspiring and
unclear.

Successful waterfront revitalization
happens when the community realizes
that the waterfront belongs to them. It
happens when they recognize the signifi-
cance and potential of their waterfront.
It happens when they are determined to
improve and protect their waterfront for
the enjoyment and benefit of the entire
community and future generations.

The community does not feel the water-
front “belongs to them”; the significance
and potential of “their waterfront” has
been subjugated to the narrow interests
of a singular industrial interest; and with-
out a sense that the Hudson waterfront
exists for their enjoyment and benefit,
residents will be disinclined to improve it
and/or disempowered from protecting it.

[A] community reaches consensus on the
future of its waterfront, establishes local
policies and outlines the implementation
techniques it will use to achieve its vision.

Lack of consensus has resulted in vague,
convoluted policies and implementation
measures which will lead to future contro-
versy, dissatisfaction and a lack of results.

Community participation [...] is generally
designed to [...] generate a community
consensus about the vision for the future of
the waterfront [and] develop a strategy to
address the community’s most critical
waterfront issues.”

Participation has been of a token nature,
with comments accepted (when required
to give an appearance of involvement) but
not seriously considered or incorporated.

The keys to making the most of [...]
waterfront assets include a clear vision
and plan, broad public involvement, cre-
ative partnerships, patience, persistence
and a step-by-step strategy.

Token community involvement and a lack
of responsiveness has resulted in a vision
statement which is overly legalistic, jargon-
filled, and technocratic, and uninspiring
(esp. compared with that of, say, Kingston).

You can make the most of your waterfront
when ... you generate a sense of commu-
nity ownership of the waterfront[,] the
people who live and work in the community
buy into your vision, [and] you build a foun-
dation of public support and confidence.

The Hudson community has less sense of
ownership of the Waterfront now than
when this process began. Indeed, there is
a widespread belief that the narrow inter-
ests of a single property owner (Holcim)
have trumped those of the community.

STATE GUIDANCE MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR WATERFRONT HUDSON REALITY LACK OF PUBLIC INPUT & CONSENSUS



As an example of this dismissive and even at times derisive attitude toward public
participation, Ms. Roberts proved extraordinarily difficult and even overtly hostile when
Save The South Bay—the predecessor group of The Valley Alliance—submitted Freedom of
Information Law (FOIL) requests for key Waterfront documents, withholding many essential
pages of information. That same information was later obtained without difficulty from the
Department of State, thus calling into question Ms. Roberts’ fervent claims to be withhold-
ing documents solely for objective, valid legal reasons. (The City attorney has also directed
a number of snide and/or personal remarks to concerned citizens via email or else verbally.
Meanwhile, in a rare public appearance at a Council meeting in 2010, BFJ planner Frank
Fish likewise made plain his lack of interest in hearing from the audience.)

Likewise, Council President Moore has at least twice this year treated public input
as a nuisance, initially refusing to release the May 2011 draft Plan for public scrutiny for
several weeks after it was provided to Alderman, based on his professed belief that Council
members needed to read it in isolation without hearing from constituents. More recently,
Moore called for a vote on acceptance of the GEIS without allowing for any of the more
than 80 members of the public who attended the meeting to speak prior to taking a vote.
This prevented helpful (and in many cases expert) information from reaching the ears of Al-
dermen before they made a momentous decision, while allowing many pieces of misinfor-
mation from the City Attorney to influence their vote.

Rather than keeping “the entire community informed about what is going on,” or
“provid[ing] them with regular progress reports,” or “keep[ing] them informed about how
they can participate,” documents have been withheld, and public comments prevented at
key junctures. Rather than developing and sustaining consensus though a long-term process
informed by outreach, that process has moved forward for nearly three years now without
the benefit of a Waterfront Steering Committee. State guidance states that “early in the
Local Waterfront Revitalization Program development process, most communities establish
a coordinating and oversight committee,” and though Hudson initially did so, the WASC
was disbanded in early 2008. Despite being regularly asked to reinstate such an oversight
committee, Council President Moore has declined to do so. The importance of maintaining
such a committee from the start of the planning process through to implementation is re-
peatedly emphasized in Making the Most of Your Waterfront. Responsibilities may include:

• providing valuable input on waterfront issues and existing conditions;

• holding regular meetings;

• reviewing reports;

• organizing and participating in focus groups, design charettes, [etc.]

• keeping elected and municipal officials informed

None of these key responsibilities have been met, because the oversight committee
simply has not existed for most of the process. (This also makes a mockery of the State-ad-
vised goal of “find[ing] committee members who are likely to stay with the Local Waterfront
Revitalization Program from initial planning and visioning through to implementation of
improvements.”) Many of the flaws in the Plan which citizens have been compelled to point
out would likely not have occurred had such a committee been in place.

In summary: Responsiveness, inclusion, and continuity have been sorely lacking in
this process, raising the strong likelihood that years of debate and hundreds of thousands
of dollars of City, State and Federal funding will be for naught. As things stand, the Hudson
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experience of the LWRP process is not likely to be one that anyone will want to point to as
a model for other communities. At minimum, we hope that if the outgoing administration
insists on railroading (no pun intended) this Plan through before it departs in December
2011, that the State will not rush to approve this version, preserving the opportunity for re-
visions in the future. If such an opportunity occurs, the reinstatement of a balanced, diverse,
cohesive and committed Waterfront Advisory Committee would be an essential and positive
first step toward righting a sinking ship that today is listing far to one side, and taking on
water.
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IV. ABANDONED RAILROAD BED
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Holcim described the Causeway as an abandoned, demolished, dismantled
and/or inactive ‘railbed,’ yet the GEIS insists on calling it a road

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

It is both factually relevant to this review, and also an apt illustration of the extent to
which the authors of the current Plan will bend over backward to accommodate
Holcim/O&G, to address just one of the many eye-brow raising changes in the most recent
alterations of the GEIS. Here, we speak of the most recent iteration’s sudden claim that
“The DGEIS and LWRP have erroneously indicated that the current road used for vehicular
traffic on the causeway was a former rail bed.”

If that “claim” were erroneous, the author(s) of the GEIS provide no source, evidence
or other for this change of opinion. Meanwhile, there exists ample evidence that the prior
language was, in fact, a correct (and rare) concession to well-informed public comments.
One need look no further than the extensive application materials submitted by Holcim
itself (then St. Lawrence Cement) to a host of agencies, such as the NYS DEC, U.S. Army
Corps, and NYS DOS approximately a decade ago to put the lie to the GEIS’ unsupported
assertion.

For example, a single chapter of the St. Lawrence Cement Greenport Project Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, released for public review in June 2001 by the company
and NYS DEC after extensive vetting by State staff, referred no less than nine times to what
is now known euphemistically as a “causeway” as a former railroad bed:

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-6: “the dismantled/abandoned railroad bed”

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-8: “the demolished railroad bed”

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-13: “the existing inactive railroad bed” [2x on page]

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-13: “the inactive railroad bed”

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-13: “the dismantled railroad bed

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-15: “the inactive railroad bed”

• SLC DEIS, Page 12-16: “the inactive railroad bed” [2x on page]

In short, for the characterization of this as a railroad bed to be wrong, then one would
have to believe that the one company with the strongest incentive to mischaracterize it as
a road instead had repeatedly called it an abandoned, demolished, dismantled, inactive rail-
road bed.

Compounding this egregious and unexplained change, the author(s) of the GEIS fur-
ther argue—almost as outrageously—that the brief, emergency use of this former railroad
bed for a matter of a weeks to assist with a State-ordered remediation of a contaminated
Waterfront parcel proves that the “causeway” is a road. The current co-directors of The
Valley Alliance were closely involved with that matter, and have retained records from that
time which demonstrate that this was condoned by DEC solely as a one-time, emergency
use, and not to approve that route for long-term, permanent use as a heavy haul road. (In
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fact, it was The Valley Alliance itself who volunteered that information to the City and State
in previous comments regarding the history of the former railbed’s use.) That the GEIS can
cite only one brief, unconvincing example from the past 30 years that that corridor has re-
mained dormant is in itself telling.

Now, this matter might seem trivial or just a matter of semantics to an outside
observer, but it goes straight to the heart of the dispute over the use and regulation of the
South Bay. Holcim and O&G—with the seeming indulgence of the authors of the GEIS for
which O&G has paid—have a strong interest in revising the history of the South Bay and
Waterfront. Only by misrepresenting the past, and asserting “vested” or “grandfathered”
rights that don’t exist, has this company managed to obtain a document which privileges its
narrow interests so thoroughly over the overwhelming input of the public.

This is just one of many illustrations of the lengths to which this Plan’s authors have
gone to stretch or even invent arguments which protect the interests of Holcim and O&G.
Meanwhile, despite hundreds of thousands of dollars in taxpayer dollars being invested into
revisions spanning many years, the plan also still contains numerous factual errors. See, for
example, this report from the Hudson news site run by former Hudson 1st Ward Alderman
Carole Osterink (at http://gossipsofrivertown.blogspot.com/2011/10/art-of-listening.html):

City attorney Cheryl Roberts and Frank Fish of BFJ Planning... responded
to a comment about the historic railroad trestle south of Broad Street as
if the comment had been about the Ferry Street bridge. The planners'
misinformation and lack of response when errors are pointed out goes back
to the beginning. In 2006-2007, when this writer was an alderman and a
member of the Waterfront Advisory Steering Committee, the planners had to
be told four times—twice in steering committee meetings and twice in
public meetings—that Allen Street below Third was not a truck route before
they finally changed the map, and they had to be told twice—most
emphatically—that the Dr. Oliver Bronson house and grounds was a National
Historic Landmark before they abandoned the notion of zoning that area of
the city to allow the site to be developed as a condo community with the
Bronson House as its “clubhouse.”

There is one error that persists in the LWRP maps, even though it has been
pointed out many times. As the satellite photograph shows—and as anyone
who has spent any time there knows—there are four slips along the shore-
line of Henry Hudson Riverfront Park, but the map in the LWRP shows only
three. This error was pointed to the planners at a public meeting early
in 2007, and Paul Buckhurst of BFJ said it would be corrected. When the
person who pointed out the error asked Buckhurst after the meeting how
many embayments there were at the waterfront, Buckhurst is reported to
have replied, “I don't know, and I don't care.”

Again and again, citizens have brought forth detailed, specific historical evidence
as well as sound policy arguments to the table, only to find that a handful of non-local
consultants has unilaterally swept aside their carefully-prepared, well-researched
comments. This speaks again to the slanted, dismissive approach to public input detailed
in Section III of these comments, an approach which borders on overt bias. We thus urge
the State, in its supervisory and permitting role, to cast a gimlet eye on such assertions
from the City’s supposed experts, and assist in reasserting the value of citizen input into the
outcome of this process.
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V. MOORE LETTER
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

The head of the lead agency in this review has arbitrarily and capriciously
discarded his own prior laundry list of problems with this Plan

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

The City of Hudson’s Common Council is the lead agency for this Plan; its current
President is Don Moore, who thus serves as the head of the lead agency.

On March 15th, 2010, Mr. Moore sent a lengthy letter to Mayor Richard Scalera,
whose intent he characterized as one of helping to “clarify the issues that might speed and
those unfortunately that can impede our path to successfully completing the City’s Local
Waterfront Development Plan.” Below are a number of important concerns raised at that
time by Moore, with our comments as to whether those firmly-stated concerns have now
been met via intervening processes and revisions to the Plan:

• I firmly believe that underlying any effort to effectively develop our
economy or better our quality of life must be the recognition that if we
do not work together as a community, the finest plan will fail. [p. 1]

As noted in detail in a previous section of these comments, there remains a complete lack
of community consensus and public acceptance of this Plan as it stands, in large part due
to its authors’ unwillingness to deal meaningfully or honestly with an outpouring of heartfelt
and expert public input. By Moore’s 2010 logic, this portends that the plan “will fail.”

• It is, I believe, important to state that the zoning is opposed in some
significant ways by Holcim and O&G Industries in ways that hold the very
real possibility to conflict with the goals of commercial development or
quality of residential life within the LWRP boundaries. [p. 2]

The use conflict to which Moore referred above in 2010 is precisely that which citizens
have repeatedly raised (for example, in 1,000 comments in 2007 and another 900 in 2010).
Nothing in the changes to the Plan since the time of Moore’s letter serves to reassure those
concerned about what he termed “the very real possibility” of Holcim and O&G’s activities
impairing nearby commercial uses and residential life. If anything, the 2011 version of the
Plan throws up its hands as far as asserting much if any City controls over their activities.

• Holcim and O&G, in their comments on the LWRP of January 20, 2010, re-
peatedly challenge the legitimacy of almost any claim to regulation of
their activity at the deep water port with the exception of building
construction [...] contending that “it cannot be argued credibly that
the current zoning is an impediment to commercial or residential devel-
opment.” On the contrary, it certainly can be argued that unregulated
development and use would do just that. [p. 3]

Mr. Moore’s nightmare scenario as of 2010—“unregulated development and use” by Holcim
and O&G impeding commercial or residential development—is one step closer to reality
now, with the weakened controls in the 2011 version of the plan. The City Attorney and
DOS counsel Sharp, at a Council meeting on September 26th, 2011, repeatedly asserted
that the City could neither challenge the presence nor regulate the intensity of co-called
“existing” uses in the Waterfront Zone. Citizens and their counsel who were present at that
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meeting, and prepared to offer evidence to the contrary, were denied the opportunity to
speak to these issues prior to a vote by none other than Mr. Moore himself.

• The DGEIS states that in regard to the causeway proposal: “Construction
of any new truck route will be subject to O&G obtaining all necessary
permits and approvals, including compliance with SEQRA, which will
likely require the preparation of a supplemental" Environmental Impact
Statement.” [...] At the very least, Hudson should not consider any
changes to its proposed zoning code to accommodate this request until it
is determined if an EIS is necessary, and the SEQR course is pursued to
its full conclusion. [p. 3]

Despite Mr. Moore’s expectations in 2010, the City is now taking Holcim and O&G’s side on
this matter, with the Council President’s evident acquiescence. There is little expectation
that during the current administration, the Zoning Code Enforcement officer, Planning Com-
mission, Zoning Board of Appeals, or any other official of the City intends to assert Hudson’s
existing right under its industrial code to regulate such activity. And the Plan as it now
stands in 2011 seems designed to make it harder, rather than easier, for any future leader-
ship to assert the City’s rights to require an SEIS or other review of the “causeway pro-
posal,” which it is now treating as a fait accomplit.

• My strongest reservation is that the LWRP places Holcim and O&G in a
forceful, pivotal position with regard to the waterfront when by their
own testimony they reveal a distinct difference of opinion over the most
basic principles established by the New York Department of State in cre-
ating LWRP’s in communities along the Hudson River. [p. 3]

Per our comments above, if anything the 2011 version of this Plan places Holcim and O&G
in an even more “forceful, pivotal position with regard to the waterfront” than in 2010,
when Moore raised this concern, giving these corporate interests greater, rather than lesser
tools for asserting their interpretation of local and State policy in the Coastal Zone.

• O&G’s current plans [are ill described at best in the DGEIS.” [p. 4]

The descriptions of O&G’s plans have not been more precisely or helpfully described in the
GEIS since the time of Mr. Moore’s letter. If anything, the document has added language
which further exempts the company’s activity from regulatory oversight and scrutiny.

• [A]n unrestrained “as-of-right” argument that the company (Holcim) and
its lessee (O&G) are not subject to any regulation is an argument that
constitutes an act of defiance against NY State’s Costal Management Re-
sources authority, as well as clearly dismissing the importance of any
consideration for the port’s neighbors. [p. 4]

By moving the 2011 changes to the Plan forward, Mr. Moore has seriously undermined his
own 2010 concern that Holcim and O&G would skirt regulation, “defy” the State’s CZM au-
thority, and shrug off the concerns of their neighbors.

• The reason why the City of Hudson should show such deference to an en-
tity that contributes little more than a very modest property tax pay-
ment to the City escapes me. As I suggest below, the possible, though
by no means agreed to trade of causeway and port for wetlands, by my way
of thinking, is neither balanced nor justified.
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If anything, the current version of the Plan is more “deferential” to Holcim and O&G than
in 2010, not less, despite Mr. Moore’s professed astonishment at that attitude at the time.
Nothing in the changes to the Plan made since the time of these statement have made the
Plan and the proposed trade-offs more “balanced” or “justified.”

• [A] healthy skepticism is more than called for when reviewing Holcim’s
and O&G’s willingness to observe any standards other than their own
self-interest as Hudson considers the desirability or impact of a road
across the South Bay wetland. ... O&G is silent throughout the LWRP and
its subsequent written comments on any such technical questions other
than to state its disagreement about the potential need for causeway re-
mediation.

Mr. Moore’s skepticism in 2010 appears to have evaporated, even as Holcim and O&G have
succeeded, by all appearances, in removing from the Plan the few tools it contained for
the City to regulate road impacts “across the South Bay wetland” or to insist upon
“remediation” of the so-called causeway.

• If O&G’s request to substitute the Recreational-Conservation designation
with a Core Riverfront designation is accepted, there is no longer any
restriction on what they can build on the causeway. [p. 5]

Yet the above substitution is precisely what has occurred since, with Mr. Moore’s seeming
acquiescence. The companies have gone ahead with not only altering, but also using the
“causeway,” and the City Attorney has signalled that she does not believe Hudson can or
should act to impose more restrictions there.

• The complete absence in the DGEIS of comparative cost data is a major
deficiency from the standpoint of decision making. [p. 5]

No such comparative cost data has been added to the GEIS since the time that Mr. Moore
raised this “deficiency,” nor has he mentioned it publicly again, to our knowledge.

• [A]n issue that is raised a number of times in the LWRP, in the DGEIS,
and in Holcim and O&G’s comments is their willingness to convey title to
the South Bay, but only if O&G is granted unfettered access to the
causeway, and nearly unregulated use of the deep water port. [...] Two
parcels of land are possibly available to the City of Hudson. ... Both
will require considerable expense to remediate, and arguably neither is
of any value to Holcim. From their corporate perspective, these wet-
lands only have value in a negotiation with the City of Hudson. On the
open real estate market, the South Bay is likely to be worth little or
nothing. So Holcim and O&G get something. What does the City get for
its troubles? If the City determines that it would pursue restoration of
the South Bay, in the absence of any expression of willingness to assist
from Holcim or O&G, our task would be that much greater, and potentially
more expensive.

While the latest version of the Plan now confers virtually “unfettered access to the the
causeway” and “nearly unregulated use” of the dock area, the City as far as we can see has
received few if any assurances in return. Indeed, to our knowledge as of the time that the
Council voted to accept the GEIS in September 2011 (with Moore casting an aye vote), the
City still had no agreements regarding easement, transfers, or other prior considerations,
such as an agreement regarding responsibility for remediation.
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In summary, few if any of the foregoing specific, substantial concerns which were
properly raised by the head of the lead agency for this project have been dealt with substan-
tively. It is thus difficult to avoid the conclusion that the head of the lead agency for this re-
view has arbitrarily and capriciously ignored both his own analysis, the policy goals for the
Coastal Zone, the fortunes of the City of Hudson, and the regulatory requirements that are
supposed to undergird such processes.

While Moore has since issued various encomiums to the process and praised the work
of the City’s well-paid consultants, he has not explained or specified when and how these
concerns were satisfied. If Mr. Moore were to assert that he has changed his mind or been
convinced that these problems have been taken care of, it is incumbent upon him to specify
exactly how that has been accomplished.

Conducted with the benefit of expert legal counsel, our organization’s careful review
of the changes issued in May and September of 2011 suggest that if anything, those major
and minor alterations if anything only worsen the concerns and problems flagged by the
Council President in 2010. His observations were (and are still) shared by many citizens at
the time, and remain of urgent concern to the public even if Mr. Moore has put them aside.

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

NOTE : Supporting documents (legal memos, correpsondence, public comments, petitions,
&c.) referred to in this document may be obtained by request to The Valley Alliance.
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